HM GP Ordering Guide

Power/Shift/Ground Connector
- P = Tyco Superseal (fits our Plus Looms and ground ring connector)
- N = Free End

Speed/UIN/RPM Connector
- D = DEUTSCH ASU602-03-SN-HE (£45.00)*
- S = DUETSCCH IMC16-2003X **
- N = Free End

Sensor Connector
- C = DEUTSCH ASU100-03-PN-HE on Shift side and ASU603-05-SN-HE on Sensor side (£85.00)
- N = No Connector

Cable Length - Sensor
- A0 = Standard (300mm)
- AX = Custom Length where X is length in mm (if option 'C' is ordered this length will be overall length) (£18.30)

Cable Length - Loom Side
- B0 = Standard (120mm)
- BX = Custom Length where X is length in mm (£9.50)

* Mating half to option 'D' option (includes DEUTSCH ASU103-03-PN-HE with 250mm free end cable) (£60.00)
** Mating half to option 'S' option (includes DEUTSCH IMC11-2003X with 250mm free end cable) (£54.00)

Example: HMG-P-S-N-A0-B0

The default/standard specification is per the example (HMG-P-S-N-A0-B0)
Any HMG GP Shifter ordered without a suffix will be delivered in this configuration.